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Barrier Glands Made Easy

The Fast Curing, Gas Blocking, Liquid Resin Seal
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Sealing cables in explosive atmospheres

RapidEx
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Perfect Seal
Every Time
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This comparison shows the time
required to mix and apply barrier
materials on a range of multi conductor
cables, using either Clay Based Epoxy
Compound or RapidEx Liquid Pour
Resin. This outlines the fact that the
application of the RapidEx liquid pour
resin is easier than traditional methods.
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One of the many advantages of using the RapidEx
liquid pour resin is the time saved in the completion of
the cable installation, due to the fast curing formula.

This means that not only is the installation inherently
more reliable, but an installation cost saving can also
be made.

Cures more than 15 times faster
than traditional epoxy/clay
based compound at 40ºC.
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In higher temperatures
curing times are vastly
reduced using RapidEx.
At 40ºC this can be
as little as 15 minutes
compared to over 3
hours for traditional
epoxy/clay based
compounds.

Cures more than 18 times faster
than traditional epoxy/clay
based compound at 20ºC.
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Traditional epoxy/clay
based compounds
can take more than
9 hours to cure in
temperatures below
20ºC. Using RapidEx
this can be reduced
to as little as 30
minutes.
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Do all Barrier Glands provide the same function?
In theory the principal of a barrier gland is the same
for all comparable products, in that the equipment
form of protection is common (e.g. Ex d), given
that the certification standards used are identical.
However in practice not all barrier glands achieve the
form of protection in the same subtle manner, even if
the certification appears to have similarities.
When barrier glands first came on the market it was
quickly identified that they needed to have an internal
flameproof joint in order to allow the cable to be
easily disconnected from the equipment. This part of
the explosion protection concept is clearly understood
by engineering professionals around the world who
are involved in hazardous area decision making.

Today the concept of an internal flameproof joint has
been abandoned by some product designs in favour of a
‘stopper box’ that relies on a completely different principal.
With NO flameproof path incorporated into the internal
joint, there is a greater emphasis on the installer to create
a gap free, air tight joint, not only during installation,
but following subsequent inspection and maintenance
procedures. These requirements can potentially be more
onerous than the conventional task of the installation itself.
This change in product to a ‘stopper box’ could lead
to misinterpretation of the protection concept and
all persons responsible for selection and specification
are well advised to thoroughly review these products
technically and evaluate what risks may exist.

flameproof Type ‘d’ (Ex d) & Class I Div. 1 / Div. 2 Barrier Gland
flameproof Joint

Metallic Barrier Tube
flame Path
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PX2KX-REX

flame Path

Note: All CMP Barrier Glands are designed and
certified with a flameproof labyrinth joint, suitable
for IEC & CEC / NEC installations.

Inspection requirements
As is the case with all cable glands intended for use
in hazardous areas, barrier glands will be subjected to
inspection from time to time. Inspection requirements
may vary from site to site, or territory to territory,
but the basis for inspection is usually determined
by standards or client policy and procedures. In IEC
60079-17 “Electrical installations, inspection and
maintenance” three grades of inspection exist, which
are detailed as follows :V - Visual Inspection (External visual examination),
C - Close Inspection (Removal of shroud, if applicable,
for external visual examination),
D - Detailed Inspection (Opening / Disassembly of
cable gland for internal examination).

When periodic detailed inspections are carried out on
Flameproof (Ex d) equipment, part of the inspection
requirement is to check that the flange dimensions
of flanged joint gaps are within maximum values
permitted by IEC 60079-1. It is also necessary to
check that joint surfaces are clean and undamaged.
This inspection standard also requires that stopping
boxes and filling boxes are checked to ensure they are
correctly filled. It would normally be possible to check
that a cable sealing box or stopper box was correctly
filled via a dedicated port that was provided with
a removable flameproof plug. The existence of this
“stopper plug” catered for subsequent inspections.
When it comes to barrier glands there are no
specific checks that can be easily enacted on site
that guarantees a compound barrier gland is filled
correctly. The RapidEx liquid pour solution provided
by CMP eliminates this risk and delivers a more
reliable installation.
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Class I Div 1 and 2, Groups A,B,C and D; Class II, Div 1 and 2 E,F and G; Class III, Div 1 and 2 Encl. Type 4X.
Ex d IIC; Ex e II: Class I, Zone I, AEx d IIC; AEx e II; AEx ta IIC

This selection chart was
removed upon the release of
IEC 60079-14 : 2014 and should
only be used as a guide
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